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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Introduction

As part of the preparation of all development plan documents, a sustainability appraisal must be carried out to
ensure the proposals are as sustainable as possible andmeet EU, national and regional sustainability guidelines.
The purpose of undertaking the appraisal is to promote sustainable development through the consideration of
social, economic and environmental effects. The appraisal may incorporate the requirements for Strategic
Environmental Assessment.

The main stages of this appraisal are: scoping the appraisal and establishing a baseline; assessing the policy
options; and consulting on the results.

The Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP) is a plan that will be used as a basis for rejuvenating
the town centre. It sets out the vision for how the area will change over the period leading up to 2026 and a
strategy for achieving this. This appraisal is of the AAP as adopted (September 2011) but also contains
information on previous iterations of the plan and policy development.

Scoping

In order to determine the criteria to be included in the appraisal, a number of plans, programmes and policies
have been reviewed – including sustainability guidance, the South East Plan and council planning policy. From
this and from an analysis of Maidenhead’s specific characteristics and needs, a comprehensive set of
sustainability objectives, indicators and targets has been established for the town centre.

These objectives are structured around the four mains aims of sustainable development: stable economic
growth, social and cultural progress, natural resource use and environmental protection. The objectives include
(but are not limited to): ensuring stable employment growth, increasing employment and retail floorspace,
re-using previously developed land, increasing housing in the town centre, reducing crime, improving town
centre accessibility, and reducing air pollution and flood risk.

A baseline has then been established to detail the current situation in the town centre. This is so that the likely
impact of the policy options can be measured against the current situation for these objectives. This baseline
indicates that key issues currently affecting Maidenhead town centre include: the area being an expensive
place to live, the town centre having poor accessibility and being effectively ‘cut off’ from public transport
connections by the ring road, the retail offer having significant scope for improvement, relatively high incidences
of crime, and areas of the town centre being at significant flood risk.

The objectives, indicators and targets, together with the baseline information are detailed fully in the Scoping
Report, which has been revised in line with consultations with Natural England, the Environment Agency and
English Heritage.

Appraisal of AAP

The options for each AAP policy have been assessed in terms of their likely impact through a qualitative
commentary and a scoring system of +2 to -2 for each objective (ranging from significant positive impact to
significant negative impact). A score has been given for short, medium and long timeframes. For the majority
of issues assessed, the option that has formed the chosen policy is the most sustainable. This includes the
policies on: town centre gateways; building heights; food & drink; offices; housing; transport infrastructure
projects; the Broadway Opportunity Area; and the Railway Station Opportunity Area.

The chosen policy for certain issues is a mix of two or more options. Where this is the case, the most sustainable
option across the three timeframes is always included. Other options are included in the policy for various
reasons – often increasing the sustainability by providing a different focus to the policy across different time
periods e.g. providing minor improvements to current market provision in the short term until a new location for
markets and events can be brought forward in themedium term. Policies where this is the case include developer
requirements; community, culture and leisure; and the Stafferton Way Opportunity Area – amongst others.

The sustainability impact of all the policies together has then been considered by comparing the potential
conflicts between them. Policies potentially conflicting include (but are not limited to): Retail and Markets &
Events; Food & Drink and Housing; and Broadway Opportunity Area and Stafferton Way Opportunity Area.
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The main significant effects of the finalised policies within the AAP found through this appraisal process are:

Economic Growth and Revival – Enhanced levels of retail provision, visitors and employment are likely
to boost the economy of the town centre.
Environment – Greater levels of greenery, public space and landscape provision, and the revitalisation
of the existing waterways, should aid biodiversity and improve the overall environment of the town centre.
Community and Leisure – Greater restaurants, cafés, leisure and community provision are likely to aid
the vitality of the town centre and its use by visitors and local residents.
Crime – Increasing the number and mix of residents across the town centre could contribute to a safer
environment through increased activity and natural surveillance.
Accessibility – Enhanced pedestrian, cycle and public transport facilities should reduce congestion and
car dependence, encourage visitors, workers and businesses to the town, and improve air quality in the
town centre.

The significant negative effects that may result through the AAP as identified in this analysis are:

Flooding – The number of buildings in the town centre at risk of flooding may increase.
Air Quality – Air Quality within the town centre and on its roads may get worse from an increase in traffic
and the number of cars using the town centre area.
Greenhouse Gases – Greenhouse gas emissions may increase as a result of greater traffic and journeys
to the town centre.
Car Parking – The greater level of car journeys to the town centre are likely to lead to a need for increased
car parking provision.

In seeking to minimise and mitigate these effects, various options have been combined and incorporated into
the finalised policies as part of an iterative process. For finalised policies identified as potentially conflicting,
mitigation measures have been suggested to minimise this likelihood. In addition to this, a number of appropriate
mitigation measures are likely to be needed to reduce the specific significant negative effects outlined above.
These are:

Flooding – As development plans are progressed, ongoing consideration will need to be given to
maximising opportunities for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) by maximising public and green
space, and ensuring buildings are designed to high green standards to reduce pressure on existing
drainage systems.
Air Quality – In maximising air quality, ventilation systems in new developments to benefit internal air
quality should be encouraged, along with maximising the greening of the town centre to enhance its micro
climate, and ensuring the road layout does not encourage unnecessary traffic to enter the town centre
area.
Greenhouse Gases – To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, public transport, pedestrian and cycling
provision should be prioritised in the town centre as soon as is feasible. Also, building developments to
high green standards should be encouraged and will reduce the impact on the environment.
Car Parking – Future car parking should be planned and positioned strategically to maximise accessibility
but minimise the need for cross town centre car travel.

Overall, the AAP policies represent the most sustainable way forward. By incorporating various different options
into policies and ensuring mitigation measures are also included, the policies provide the best balance between
the need to rejuvenate and economically re-invigorate the town centre while also enhancing its sustainability.
The effects of the AAP need to be monitored to identify unforeseen adverse effects and to be able to undertake
appropriate mitigating and remedial action.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 This sustainability report sets out and describes the sustainability assessment of the Maidenhead Town
Centre Area Action Plan (AAP). The purpose of assessing sustainability is to promote sustainable development
through the consideration of social, economic and environmental effects.

1.2 Sustainability is concerned with the need – both now and in the future – to produce the best outcomes
for the human and natural environments. Sustainable development is most often defined as "Development
which meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs" (Bruntland Commission 1987).

1.3 The UK Sustainability Development Strategy 2005, entitled Securing the Future, described the goal of
sustainable development as "to enable all people throughout the world to satisfy their basic needs and enjoy
a better quality of life, without compromising the quality of life of future generations." The strategy goes on to
state that"for the UK government and the devolved administration, that goal will be pursued in an integrated
way through a sustainable, innovative and productive economy that delivers high levels of employment; and a
just society that promotes social inclusion, sustainable communities and personal wellbeing. This will be done
in ways that protect and enhance the physical and natural environment, and use resources and energy as
efficiently as possible."

1.4 This sustainability appraisal therefore seeks to ensure that new development plan documents take due
consideration of these different needs and obligations. In assessing the economic, social and environmental
effects of plans, the appraisal seeks to encourage forms of development that promote a sustainable economy,
work towards a strong, health and just society and respect the environment.

Background

1.5 The Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP) is a plan that will be used as the basis for
rejuvenating the town centre. It sets out the vision for how the area will change over the period leading up to
2026 and a strategy for achieving this.

1.6 The AAP is a major step towards achieving the rejuvenation of town centre. It covers the wide town
centre area including not only the shopping area but also the surrounding leisure facilities, offices and main
roads, helping to ensure the town centre is considered comprehensively and not in a piecemeal way.

1.7 The rejuvenation plan will affect your experience of Maidenhead town centre. It will mean:

New shops, homes, businesses and leisure opportunities;
An attractive waterside;
The introduction of more trees and greenery;
Landmark buildings and attractive open spaces; and
Pedestrian and cyclist friendly streets.

1.8 In setting out the plan, the AAP is split into a number of themes that cover the town centre area and also
into specific 'opportunity areas' where future development will be mostly concentrated.

Statutory Requirements

1.9 The requirement for SA is governed by European and national legislation.

1.10 European Union Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive 2001/42/EC requires an
assessment of the effects on the environment of plans and programmes likely to have significant environmental
effect. This was transposed into national legislation by the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes
Regulations 2004 (the SEA Regulations).

1.11 SA is a requirement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. It covers wider social and
economic effects of plans, as well as the more environmentally-focused SEA. SAs are required for Regional
Spatial Strategies (RSSs) and Development Plan Documents (DPDs). SA is optional for Supplementary Planning
Documents (SPDs).

1.12 This SA incorporates the provisions of SEA. The table in Appendix C sets out the locations in this report
which meet SEA requirements.
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Habitat Regulations

1.13 Articles 6 (3) and (4) of the EEC Habitats Directive (1992) requires a Habitats Regulations Assessment
to be completed for any plan or programme not directly connected with or necessary to the management of a
European Natura 2000 site but with the potential to have a significant effect on it. Natura 2000 sites are areas
of exceptional importance in terms of rare, endangered or vulnerable natural habitats and species within the
European Union. Such sites are designated as Special Protection Areas and/or Special Areas of Conservation.
In addition, national planning policy expects councils to assess the potential effects onWetlands of International
Importance (known as Ramsar sites)

1.14 A Habitats Regulation Assessment involves a screening exercise and, depending on the results of this,
a more detailed assessment known as an Appropriate Assessment. A screening exercise has been completed
for the AAP, which concluded that no significant effects on Natura 2000 sites or Ramsar sites were likely and
that the more detailed Appropriate Assessment stage was therefore not necessary. Natural England were
consulted on this and have supported these findings. The screening report can be found as part of the evidence
base for the AAP (http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/web/pp_mtc_aap.htm).

Appraisal Process

1.15 Government guidance in preparing Sustainability Appraisals for Development Plan Documents(1) sets
out the key stages involved:

STAGES OF SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL WITHIN THE DPD PROCESS

DPD Stage 1: Pre-production - Evidence Gathering

SA STAGE A – SETTING THE CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES, ESTABLISHING THE BASELINE AND
DECIDING ON SCOPE;

A1: Identifying other relevant policies, plans and programmes, and sustainability objectives.
A2: Collecting baseline information.
A3: Identifying sustainability issues and problems.
A4: Developing the SA framework.
A5: Consulting on the scope of the SA.

DPD Stage 2: Production - Prepare Draft DPD

SA STAGE B – DEVELOPING AND REFINING OPTIONS AND ASSESSING EFFECTS

B1: Testing the DPD objectives against the SA framework.
B2: Developing the DPD options.
B3: Predicting the effects the draft DPD.
B4: Evaluating the effects of the draft DPD.
B5: Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects.
B6: Proposing measures to monitor the significant effects of implementing the DPD.

SA STAGE C – PREPARING THE SA REPORT

C1: Prepare the SA Report.

SA STAGE D – CONSULTATION ON THE DRAFT DPD AND SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL REPORT;

D1: Public participation on the draft DPD and the SA Report.
D2: Appraising significant changes.

DPD Stage 3: Adoption

D3: Making decisions and proving information.

1 ODPM (2005), Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents
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STAGES OF SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL WITHIN THE DPD PROCESS

SA STAGE E – MONITORING THE SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OF THE DPD.

E1: Finalising aims and methods for monitoring.
E2: Responding to adverse effects.

1.16 The contents of this report present the results of Stages B to D, following public and statutory consultation
on the Preferred Options Submission Document and previous draft SA, and also independent examination in
public of the AAP and SA. Stage A has also been previously undertaken and the results were set out in the
Scoping Report. This was published for public consultation with statutory consultees and key stakeholders in
June 2009. These documents, along with the consultation report, can be found at http://www.rbwm.gov.uk.

1.17 The scoping report reviewed relevant Plans, Policies, Programmes, Strategies and Initiatives (PPPSIs)
produced at the European, National, Regional and Local levels, and identified the aims, objectives and targets
that the town centre options will be assessed against in the appraisal. This sustainability framework consists
of 23 objectives, each with associated indicators and targets. The Scoping Report also set out the context and
existing baseline for Maidenhead Town Centre. This framework and baseline information is set out more fully
in Section 2, and is key to ensuring the effective monitoring of effects and the need for any mitigation measures
in the future.

1.18 This document has therefore been produced to provide a sustainability appraisal of the Maidenhead
Town Centre Area Action Plan. The AAP sets out policies for a series of issues relevant to the town centre
within the plan period. This Final SA report assesses these policies for sustainability against the other options
considered as part of the AAP preparation process. It should be read in conjunction with the AAP.

Queries

1.19 If you have any queries or would like further information and details on the SA process, please see the
council's website at http://www.rbwm.gov.uk/web/pp_sustainability_appraisal.htm or contact the Planning and
Development Unit using the contact details below.

Planning and Development Unit
Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead
Town Hall
St Ives Road
Maidenhead
SL6 1RF

T: 01628 796115

F: 01628 796546

Email: planning.policy@rbwm.gov.uk
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SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK

2.1 This section sets out the sustainability framework used to assess the Area Action Plan. Essentially this
section provides a summary of the issues discussed in the Scoping Report.

Context and Baseline

2.2 A number of Plans, Policies, Programmes, Strategies and Initiatives (PPPSIs) were reviewed in order to
identify the issues and objectives likely to influence the AAP. The relevant documents included those produced
at international, national, regional and local levels. The South East Plan sets out the broad strategy for
development in the region to 2026, and includes a number of issues and decisions that the AAP must align
with. As local policy needs to be in accordance with national and regional policy, issues or options that are
contrary to this have not been identified here.

2.3 A full baseline review of the current condition and sustainability of Maidenhead town centre has been
undertaken. This review is contained within the Scoping Report.

Sustainability Objectives

2.4 An initial set of sustainability objectives were identified and developed through the preparation of the
Scoping Report. This process drew on national SA and SEA guidance, the South East Plan, relevant local
plans and programmes, and the baseline information. As part of the scoping process, these criteria have been
reviewed and refined through consultation with statutory consultees. Although the objectives have remained
the same, a number of the associated targets and indicators have been amended in line with consultation
responses.

2.5 A full list of the sustainability objectives and indicators which have been used to assess the town centre
policy options can be found as Appendix A.

Sustainability Issues

2.6 The key sustainability issues were identified within the Scoping Report (which contains a full appraisal
of these issues). The following paragraphs summarise the most pertinent and urgent sustainability issues
facing the town centre:

Demographic Change

Projections predict that the population of RBWM will rise slightly in the future, but that the number of
households will increase at a much faster rate.
The number of old people is expected to increase.
These demographic changes will have implications for the number, type and size of housing required.

Housing

Maidenhead is an expensive place to live.
High property prices make it difficult for many households to access appropriate housing for their needs.
Maidenhead is one of the preferred locations for future development in the Royal Borough.

Economy

Employment land needs to be protected for employment use
Maidenhead retail centre, although relatively healthy, has plenty of scope to improve its status. Vacancies
are higher than the national average.
A more diverse selection of retail, services and leisure facilities would make the centre even stronger.
There is identified scope for growth in Maidenhead in order to serve the needs of its catchment population.

Travel

Trunk roads in and around the Borough are operating at capacity.
The public transport system (both buses and trains) are almost segregated from the town centre. There
is possibly a need for a new public transport interchange.
The bus service needs improvement.
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The town has a dominant traffic system, cutting the central area off from the residential areas to the north
and west, and dominating important local spaces and streets.
The ‘ring road’ effect of Bad Godesburg and St Cloud Way limits access for non car visitors, and presents
a barrier to the surrounding areas. The one way traffic ‘gyratory’ means that cars also circulate through
the town centre at speed and dominate local streets.
Pedestrian and cycle routes need improvement. Cyclists and pedestrians are often in conflict.
There is poor access to the National Cycle Network routes which pass through the town centre.
Congestion, noise, traffic severance, and deteriorating air quality could significantly reduce the town
centre’s liveability and appeal.

Climate Change and Flooding

There are areas of flood risk in Maidenhead Town Centre.
Climate change predictions for the UK are for more intense weather situations including periods of high
temperatures and high rainfall. These changes have implications for how buildings are designed and
constructed, and how matters such as flood risk are taken into account.

Biodiversity

York Stream is the most important site for biodiversity in the town centre.
There are several unappreciated small green areas. It is important to enhance biodiversity and incorporate
beneficial biodiversity features within Maidenhead, as well as managing natural existing areas for the
benefit of biodiversity.
There is an opportunity to improve the water corridor.

Crime

Crime is a key issue for local residents and there are relatively high incidences of crime.

Protecting Local Distinctiveness

The protection of the local environment is a key issue facing the Royal Borough.
The historic and cultural environment is central to local identity and is a significant attraction to visitors
and businesses. The need to protect the environment places importance on design and landscape
considerations, and will influence the location and form of development.
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AAP OBJECTIVES AND POLICY

Background to the AAP

3.1 In December 2007 the council launched the Partnership for the Rejuvenation of Maidenhead (PRoM),
bringing together political parties and community and business organisations, with support from council officers.
Under independent chairmanship, the group had a clear focus to provide an agreed way forward so that
Maidenhead is restored to the vibrant place people want it to be.

3.2 PRoM prepared a vision and action plan to provide a basis for future strategies and a framework within
which the town centre could prosper and develop. The plan, A Vision for Maidenhead Town Centre set out an
agreed vision:

Maidenhead will become the distinctive heart of the community, a place that celebrates its green Thames
Valley setting, which is welcoming, attractive and accessible to all, and provides a strong economic focus
for the wider community.

3.3 The vision is accompanied by a series of objectives, based around the four themes of Places, Economy,
People and Movement. These objectives are outlined below:

Places

Improve the quality of and provision of public space.
Introduce greenery into the town centre to reflect its Thames Valley setting.
Enhance and introduce the use of water.
Promote high quality built form.

Economy

Quicken the pace of urban development and promote economic growth.
Promote mixed use development.

People

Foster greater civic pride.
Improve the identity and image of the town centre.

Movement

Optimise town centre accessibility.
Reduce pedestrian and vehicular conflicts, and promote a people-friendly town.

3.4 The proposals and policies in the AAP have been informed by the agreed vision and objective, and is
structured similarly.

Compatibility of AAP and SA Objectives

3.5 The town centre objectives have been tested against the SA objectives to determine whether there are
any significant conflicts between them. The table below sets out this assessment and identifies potential
conflicts. Green boxes represent compatible objectives, red boxes highlight objectives that are potentially
incompatible, and grey boxes indicate where objectives are not applicable to each other.
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3.6 The analysis indicates that there are three potential conflicts between the town centre objectives and SA
objectives. These are:

1. The town centre objective ‘enhancing and introducing the use of water’ with the SA objective to ‘reduce
the risk of flooding and the resulting detriment to public well-being, the economy and the environment’

2. The town centre objective to ‘quicken the pace of urban development and promote economic growth’ with
the SA objective to ‘improve the efficiency of transport networks by enhancing the proportion of travel by
sustainable modes and promoting policies which reduce the need to travel’.

3. The town centre objective to ‘quicken the pace of urban development and promote economic growth’ with
the SA objective to ‘protect and enhance the borough's countryside, natural and historic environment’.

3.7 These conflicts can be mitigated by ensuring that:

Any enhancement in the use of water in the town centre includes flood prevention measures so as not to
increase flood risk
New urban development goes beyond mitigating its impact on the transport network but instead includes
measures that enhance sustainable travel modes
New development is designed in a way that respects and adds to the quality of the historic and natural
environment, rather than detracting from it.

3.8 The potential conflicts do not therefore represent a significant issue to the AAP.

AAP Spatial Strategy and Policies

3.9 The spatial strategy set out in the AAP is to enable Maidenhead town centre to grow so that it can meet
local rejuvenation aspirations and fulfil its role as a major town within its catchment area. The AAP boundary
has been drawn to include not only the shopping area but also the surrounding leisure facilities, offices and
main roads. This will help to ensure the town centre is considered and planned for as whole and not as separate
parts. In order to bring about rejuvenation, it is important to ensure the right uses and sites are promoted so
that they complement and strengthen existing town centre uses and work together to achieve the wider vision
and objectives for the town centre.

3.10 The strategy is to provide a mix of uses across the town centre, albeit that the emphasis will change in
different areas. Figure 1 shows the main spatial elements of the strategy.
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Figure 1 AAP Key Diagram

AAP Policies

Streets and SpacesMTC1

GreeningMTC2

WaterwaysMTC3

Quality DesignMTC4

GatewaysMTC5

Tall BuildingsMTC6
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AAP Policies

RetailMTC7

Food and DrinkMTC8

Markets and EventsMTC9

OfficesMTC10

Visitor AccommodationMTC11

HousingMTC12

Community, Culture and LeisureMTC13

AccessibilityMTC14

Transport InfrastructureMTC15

Broadway Opportunity AreaOA1

West Street Opportunity AreaOA2

York Road Opportunity AreaOA3

Railway Station Opportunity AreaOA4

High Street East / York Stream Opportunity AreaOA5

Stafferton Way Opportunity AreaOA6

Compulsory Purchase PowersIMP1

Infrastructure and Planning ObligationsIMP2
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPRAISAL OF AAP POLICY

4.1 This section details the process and results from the sustainability appraisal of the AAP (i.e. Stage C of
the Sustainability Appraisal). It includes the options that have formed the policies included in the AAP as well
as the other options for each policy considered at the Preferred Options stage. Reference is also made to any
amendments resulting from changes made to the plan during the examination process. This demonstrates
that the most sustainable options have been included in each policy wherever feasible and that the development
of the AAP has been an iterative process with the SA.

Appraisal Process

4.2 The appraisal process for each policy option assesses the impact of the option against each of the
sustainability objectives. This has been achieved using a matrix table for each option and assigning a score
for each sustainability objective. The possible scores are:

Significant positive impact on the objective2

Positive impact on the objective1

Neutral impact on the objective0

Negative impact on the objective-1

Significant negative impact on the objective-2

Table 1

4.3 Not all objectives are applicable to each policy option. Where this is the case, no score has been given
for that objective.

4.4 In assessing each option, the likely effect over the short, medium and long term has been considered
and a score given for each timescale. For the purposes of this assessment, definitions for these timescales
are:

0-5 years from application of policiesShort term

5-10 years from application of policiesMedium term

10+ years from application of policiesLong term

4.5 The appraisal has taken into account the existing state of the environment and the contextual and baseline
data. In doing so, it has been assumed that this data will remain constant until the adoption of the plan policies.

Appraisal Results

4.6 The following tables present a summary of the results from the appraisal on the policy options. The
figures represent the total score for each timeframe. With 23 sustainability criteria, the potential maximum
score is +46 and minimum is -46. A positive score represents an improved sustainability impact on the current
situation, and a negative score indicates a decline in sustainability under that option. As not all objectives are
applicable to each policy, the scores should not be compared across policies – only between options of each
policy.

4.7 The most sustainable option has been colour coded green for each timeframe. The chosen policy is also
explained and shown in bold type to highlight where there is a conflict between this and the most sustainable
option.

4.8 A series of detailed tables containing a breakdown of the scores and comments under each sustainability
objective for each option is contained in Appendix B.
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Town Centre Themes

Spatial Strategy for Maidenhead

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

282513Preferred revised town centre boundary (scored against
current boundary)

Comment: The preferred revised boundary scores well across the range of sustainability objectives compared
to the current boundary definition of the town centre. This revised boundary will help enable policies that
better link the immediate town centre with its surroundings, improve connectivity and ensure development
that is properly integrated – with a greater impact over time. Only the boundary has been assessed here.
The overall spatial strategy, comprising all the policies is assessed later in the appraisal.

Table 2

MTC1: Streets and Spaces

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

875A – Upgrade the existing pedestrianised streetscapes

1098B – Create high quality new town centre public spaces
as pedestrian focal points

-9-40C – Don’t provide any public space improvements

Comment: Improving the existing public realm helps to promote easier access to services, encourages
pedestrian activity, and aids the perception of the town centre – reducing the fear of crime and helping to
stimulate investment. Creating new public spaces and pedestrian focal points provides even greater benefits
by allowing environmental objectives (e.g. sustainable urban drainage systems and biodiversity) to be met
as well as providing space for community events and markets. Not improving the public realm will have a
negative impact on the town centre over time and would be counter-productive to other regeneration activity.
The most sustainable option is Option B.

Policy: The policy comprises a mix of Options A and B. This approach incorporates the most sustainable
option of providing new public spaces, but also recognises that improving existing streetscapes and spaces
will enhance the vitality and perception of the town centre.

Table 3

MTC2: Greening

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

777A – Improve the usability and accessibility of existing
spaces

13103B – Enhance landscaping provision within the town
centre

1083C – Introduce new green spaces through redevelopment
of Opportunity Areas

-14-70D – Leave parks and green spaces as they are

12110E – Create a new park in the town centre
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MTC2: Greening

Comment: Improving the usability of existing spaces (including the integration of waterways) will aid the
health and quality of life of residents and visitors, and is the most sustainable option over the short term.
Enhancing landscape provision (including new planting) will also enable these benefits and enhance links
to existing spaces, along with helping to reduce pollution, protect biodiversity and contribute to SUDS. This
option is the most sustainable in the long term, but will provide little benefit in the short term.

Introducing new green spaces (including waterways) through the redevelopment of Opportunity Areas will
aid quality of life for residents and visitors, as well as the attractiveness and use of the town centre. This
option will also improve the environmental quality of the town centre and scores well across all timeframes.
Leaving existing spaces as they are will have an increasing detrimental effect on the town centre over time
and will not contribute to the vision and objectives of the AAP.

Creating a new park in the town centre will have large benefits for health, flooding and the environment over
the medium and long term. However, this would not maximise the re-use of brownfield land and would reduce
the amount of land that could be used to regenerate the local economy through office and retail provision,
or provide community facilities. Option E is also not in line with national policy, and has therefore been
rejected.

Policy: The policy is a mixture of Options A, B and C, as this combines the most sustainable options over
the short and long term by enhancing existing provision, increasing landscaping and greenery and providing
new green spaces through redevelopment opportunities.

Table 4

MTC3: Waterways

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

1560A – Promote the comprehensive rejuvenation of the
waterways as envisaged by the Maidenhead Waterways
Project

1150B – Promote improved access and continued
enhancement of the waterways through adjacent
development and public realm improvements

-4-20C – Leave the waterways as they currently are

Comment: Promoting the comprehensive rejuvenation of the waterways would allow waterside recreation,
providing quality of life, community and health benefits. It would also have a positive environmental impact,
improving water quality and encouraging wildlife. Promoting improved access and the continued enhancement
of the waterways (e.g. through design and landscaping of surrounding areas) would have similar effects –
though to a lesser extent. Doing nothing would result in a small negative impact to the town centre’s
sustainability over time.

Policy: While Option A is the most sustainable, plans under this option do not have an evidence base and
have not been tested for feasibility. The policy is therefore focused on Option B while ensuring this is
progressed in conjunction with the plans for Option A. This will ensure that improvements through surrounding
development and public realm improvements can be progressed in the short term, while not jeopardising the
more comprehensive but longer term regeneration offered through the Waterways Project.

During the examination process a change was made to the preferred policy option, to insert a requirement
for developments adjacent to the waterway to conserve or enhance biodiversity. This had no effect on the
SA scoring.

Table 5
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MTC4: Quality Design

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

271915A – Set general design principles, including scale and
quality, for all new development

655B – Set specific design principles for new development in
key locations of the town centre

1086C - Establish character areas in the town centre with specific
design principles

-9-6-3D – Don’t set design principles and allow an ad-hoc
approach to development

Comment:

Setting general design principles for new development could help deliver a range of benefits across the town
centre – including projecting a beneficial image of Maidenhead, ensuring capacity for the sustainable
management of waste, aiding crime prevention and social cohesion, and conserving energy in developments.
Setting specific design principles for new development in key locations would only deliver these benefits
across small areas, but would allow certainty in delivery key regeneration benefits and a high quality townscape
where these are required most.

Establishing character areas with specific design principles could help reinforce the character and historic
qualities of areas, encouraging further investment and high quality complementary development. Character
areas could also aid feelings of local ownership over these areas. This option scores fairly highly over the
medium and long terms. Not setting any design principles would have an increasing detrimental effect on
the town centre, with uncoordinated development which would seek maximum site capacity and not
complement the existing built environment.

Policy: The policy is based on Option A. This sets general design principles for all new development and
provides the most sustainable way forward by ensuring a coordinated approach to design across the town
centre while not suppressing creative and innovative design solutions.

During the examination process changes were made to the preferred policy option, to enhance references
to security and insert a requirement for developments to not increase flood risk and be seen to reduce flood
risk where possible. These changes slightly increased the sustainability score of the chosen policy approach
over the medium and long term.

Table 6

MTC5: Gateways

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

985A – Promote the creation of gateways at key locations
into the town centre

-6-4-2B – Treat these areas in the same way as other areas of
the town centre

Comment: Promoting the creation of gateways at key locations will help define a sense of arrival, and provide
an identity and brand for the town centre. This would help to encourage investment and visitors. By treating
these areas in the same way as others would mean missing an opportunity to maximise the benefits of these
key landmark locations.
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MTC5: Gateways

Policy: Option A is the most sustainable option and this forms the basis of the policy to create high quality
entrances to the town centre to enhance its image and identity.

Table 7

MTC6: Tall Buildings

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

764A – Promote taller buildings within key locations of the
town centre such as at gateways and/or areas within
the town centre that are less sensitive to larger scale
development

442B – Promote taller buildings across the entire town centre

-9-6-2C – Do not promote taller buildings in the town centre

Comment: Promoting taller buildings in key locations would enable a high density of office space to be
supplied where this is appropriate, producing a critical daytime population to aid the viability and vitality of
the town centre. Quality taller buildings in these locations would also improve the perception of Maidenhead,
encouraging further investment and acting as a catalyst to further development. Promoting taller buildings
across the entire town centre, however, would risk them being out of scale with the surrounding vernacular
and of them being randomly (rather than strategically) distributed. This may therefore impact negatively on
the perception, cohesion and connectivity dynamics of the town centre. Not promoting taller buildings in the
town centre at all would likely harm the office employment market and attractiveness of Maidenhead as a
business centre for high value companies. It would also not maximise the use of brownfield land.

Policy: Option A provides the most sustainable option and forms the basis for the policy on tall buildings.
Specifying key locations for these buildings will allow high density development where this is most suitable,
while ensuring other areas of the town centre are retained for alternative and less intensive use.

During the examination process the inspector made a change to the preferred policy option, to allow for the
replacement of existing tall buildings with new tall buildings. The resulting policy was therefore a combination
of option A and part of option B. The change had no effect on the SA scoring.

Table 8

MTC7: Retail

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

764A – Expand the primary shopping area to the south,
whilst protecting and enhancing the existing primary
shopping area

-3-10B – Expand the primary shopping area to the north, whilst
protecting and enhancing the existing primary shopping
area

-4-20C – Don’t expand the primary shopping area, but protect
and enhance it

Comment: Expanding the primary shopping area to the south would help to integrate the town centre by
linking well with both the existing primary shopping area and with public transport links. This would encourage
greater pedestrian flow and thereby help to attract retailers back to the town centre. Enhanced links with
public transport will also help to reduce car journeys to the centre. Expanding the primary shopping area to
the north would result in the town centre being more fragmented and further isolated from public transport
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MTC7: Retail

links. This would discourage the use of public transport and is unlikely to attract new quality retail occupiers.
Not expanding the primary shopping area will do little to help integrate the currently inward facing area with
the rest of the town centre and public transport. It will also not provide the step change needed to help
stimulate an economic revival.

Policy: The chosen policy is based on Option A, the most sustainable option across all time periods. This
positioning of future retail development will aid the integration of the existing retail core with the rest of the
town centre while also stimulating an economic revival and maximising links to public transport and hence
a wider potential customer base.

During the examination process changes were made to the preferred policy option, to clarify the policy
wording. This had no effect on the SA scoring.

Table 9

MTC8: Food and Drink

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

996A – Allow food and drink uses in the retail core and a
few key locations in the town

centre

776B – Create a leisure park within the town centre as a focus
for these uses

222C – Allow food and drink uses to be developed in any
locations within the town centre

Comment: Allowing food and drink uses in the retail core and a few key locations would help promote a night
time economy with minimal residential development nearby and consequently provide a vibrant focal point
to socialise and to give the town centre an identity. This would increase local spending in the town and boost
the economy. Increased night time activity is also likely to increase passive surveillance and aid the security
of the town centre.

Creating a leisure park in the town centre for these uses would also have similar economic benefits, although
the benefits to the wider town centre in terms of passive surveillance and economic knock-on effects are
likely to be smaller. Allowing food and drink uses in any location could have a negative impact on local
residences within the town centre and the attractiveness of new residential developments. This is also likely
to have less of an impact economically as clustering these evening uses.

Policy:Option A (the most sustainable option) forms the basis for the chosen policy, which supports proposals
for food and drink establishments in Opportunity Areas and retail frontages. This will help enable the
development of a night time economy in specific focal points while minimising the impact on the more
residential areas of the town centre.

Table 10

MTC9: Markets and Events

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

554A – Provide a new location in the town centre for
markets and events
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MTC9: Markets and Events

-400B – Maintain markets and events as they currently are
and provide minor

improvements to these areas where possible

-4-10C – Don’t provide any new location for markets and events

Comment: The ability of events and markets to aid the local economy varies on their type and location. High
quality markets in good, open locations that do not inhibit pedestrian flows or shop frontages can increase
footfall and the perception of the town centre economy. Providing a new location for these types of markets
in the town centre could therefore have a positive sustainable benefit.

Maintaining markets as they are with minor improvements will have a broadly neutral sustainability impact
in the short and medium terms. Not providing any new locations for markets and events will have a negative
sustainability impact on the town centre in the medium to long term.

Policy:While Option A is the most sustainable, the chosen policy is a combination of Options A and B –
focusing events and markets on the High Street and in town centre spaces that are appropriate for these
activities. This approach will ensure improvements to the existing situation in the short term, and enable
other spaces to be used for such activities through future development of the opportunity areas.

Table 11

MTC10: Offices

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

984A – Promote new employment space through a series
of smaller sites

1085B – Promote new employment through a few larger
town centre sites

664C – Create an office park within the town centre as the
focus for employment space

Comment: Promoting new employment space in the town centre through a series of smaller sites would help
to attract occupiers and increase employment opportunities across the town centre, and encourage people
to live and work in the town. They could be brought forward quicker than the more complex larger sites and
therefore help to stimulate the economy early on. This option would also reduce the risks of oversupply seen
with larger schemes. Promoting new employment through a few larger sites is likely to result in clusters of
flexible land, which is likely to prove more attractive to developers and occupiers and therefore deliver greater
benefits than a scattered selection of smaller sites.

Although creating a new office park within the town centre would also attract office occupiers, this option
would reduce the mixed use potential of this area, potentially leaving a dearth of activity outside of office
hours – impacting crime, safety and vitality.

Policy: Option B is the most sustainable option over all time frames and the chosen policy is predominantly
based on this - by focusing new office development within the Opportunity Areas. Option A is also included
in the policy by allowing office development elsewhere in the town centre.
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During the examination process a change was made to the preferred policy option. Previously it had allowed
for office development outside Opportunity Areas but within the town centre commercial boundary, provided
the development did not compromise the deliverability of the Opportunity Areas. During the examination the
caveat about deliverability was removed. This had no effect on the SA scoring.

Table 12

MTC11: Visitor Accommodation

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

222A – Promote hotel development adjacent to the ring road

442B – Promote hotel development close to the train station

543C – Let the market determine the most appropriate
location for hotel developments

Comment: Visitor accommodation is important to the economy of the town centre. Promoting hotel
development adjacent to the ring road is likely to encourage people to drive rather than use public transport.
Therefore promoting hotels near to the train station is likely to be more sustainable in terms of encouraging
public transport use. However, both of these options potentially miss a key segment of any potential clientele.
Letting the market determine the most appropriate location would therefore aid the chances of any hotel
being delivered (and therefore the benefits seen to the local economy).

Policy: Option C is the most sustainable option and forms the basis for the policy, which supports proposals
for additional visitor accommodation within the town centre where this enhances the quality or diversifies the
current offer.

Table 13

MTC12: Housing

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

151411A – Promote housing as part of small scale and mixed
use developments as land becomes available

16125B – Promote housing as part of the redevelopment of
Key Opportunity Areas

1285C – Promote housing in a single location in the town centre
(e.g. York Road Opportunity Area)

Comment: Promoting housing as part of small scale and mixed use developments will enable the short term
delivery of housing in the town centre and create mixed use and vibrant areas – aiding the vitality and security
of the town centre. Mixed use and vibrant areas can also be created through promoting housing as part of
the Key Opportunity Areas, although this will only meet local housing need in the medium and long terms.

Promoting housing in a single town centre location will produce less community and safety benefits than the
other, more mixed use options. It will also detract from the vitality of the town centre. This option is also
unlikely to provide sufficient supply to meet local housing need over the timeframes.
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MTC12: Housing

Policy: In the short and medium term the most sustainable option is Option A, with Option B proving more
sustainable across the long term. The policy reflects this temporal dimension by incorporating both Options
A and B - supporting housing across the town centre but expecting Opportunity Areas to make a significant
contribution to the future housing supply. This will maximise the chances of housing delivery across the
short, medium and long terms, while helping to create mixed use communities in the town centre.

Table 14

MTC13: Community, Culture and Leisure

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

666A – Provide more leisure facilities in the town centre

-10-50B – Retain the existing level of leisure facilities in the town
centre

666C – Provide more community/cultural facilities in the
town centre

-8-40D – Retain the existing level of community/cultural facilities
in the town centre

222E – Any new facilities should be focussed in the town centre
core

333F – Any new facilities should be allowed throughout
the town centre

Comment: Providing more leisure facilities in the town centre will encourage the local community to lead a
more active lifestyle, promote social inclusion and provide evening leisure opportunities. Retaining the
existing level of leisure facilities will, over time and with an increasing population, lead to deterioration in
access. This will result in further social exclusion and the risk of an increase in crime and disorder.

Providing more community / cultural facilities in the town centre would improve use of the town centre
throughout the evening, increase social inclusion, provide opportunities for adult learning and activities for
young people. However, retaining the existing levels would risk restricting access, especially over time, and
causing an increase social and crime issues.

Focusing new facilities in the town centre core would create a critical mass and opportunities for
cross-participation in different activities. However, this would not be the best use of space for those that
require lower density development (e.g. sports). Allowing facilities to be located throughout the town centre
will increase the likelihood of facilities being close to residential areas and a greater sense of ownership and
participation as a result.

Policy: Options A and C are the most sustainable options, and in terms of location Option F performs better
than Option E. The combination of Options A, C and F is therefore considered the most sustainable
combination. The chosen policy is based on this mix and supports new or improved community, cultural and
leisure facilities within the town centre.

Table 15

MTC14: Accessibility

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

777A – Improve the quality of the existing pedestrian and
cyclist connections and pathways
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MTC14: Accessibility

777B – Provide new high quality pedestrian and cyclist
friendly street level crossings and bridges

000C – Maintain existing pedestrian and cyclist connections
and pathways as they are

775D - Create a new transport interchange adjacent to the
railway

000E - Introduce Park and Ride facilities

-1-1-1F – Protect the existing level of public car parking and
ensure adequate car parking in new development

Comment: Improving the quality of existing pedestrian links will promote walking and help to reduce crime
and anti-social behaviour. Encouraging walking will also help social interaction and community cohesion.
Creating new high quality pedestrian friendly street level crossings and bridges will have a similar sustainability
impact, encouraging walking and discouraging car use. However, maintaining existing pedestrian connections
as they are will do nothing to increase the sustainability of the town centre.

Creating a new transport interchange adjacent to the railway will allow more efficient use of public transport
in the medium and long terms, encouraging more people into the town centre but would have less impact in
the short term. A Park and Ride scheme would reduce pollution from private vehicles in the town centre,
thereby improving air quality. Protecting existing car parks and ensure adequate car parking in new
developments would impact on the drive to promote more sustainable travel. However, not providing enough
may discourage investment and potential employers and residents from the town.

Policy: The most sustainable options are A, B and D which together cover a wide range of transport modes.
The policy focuses on promoting Options A, B and D through the development of pedestrian, cycle and public
transport facilities. It also comprises Option F in providing adequate parking facilities. Although Option F
is not considered sustainable through the above analysis, adequate parking needs to be maintained in order
for Maidenhead to compete with other locations. The impact of this need is minimised in the policy through
the focus on more sustainable options and through the promotion of electric vehicle charging points.

During the examination process a minor change was made to the preferred policy option, to add the words
"where appropriate" to a list of transport-related criteria that developments should fulfil. This had no effect
on the SA scoring.

Table 16

MTC15: Transport Infrastructure

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

333A – Implement the major highway improvements as
identified in the Local Plan, including Stafferton Way
link, the Forlease Road/Blackamoor Lane link and the
Bridge Road improvements

333B – Undertake improvements at key junctions in and
around the town centre and provide enhanced signage
and driver information

-3-3-3C – Don’t undertake any improvements
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MTC15: Transport Infrastructure

Comment: Making major highway improvements as identified in the Local Plan would improve traffic flow
into the town centre, aiding its future growth potential. This will also reduce congestion and noise / emissions
resulting from slower moving traffic. Undertaking junction improvements at key junctions would have a similar
beneficial impact. However, not undertaking any improvements would lead to increased congestion in and
around the town centre, causing a decrease in pollution and air quality and curtailing future growth.

Policy: The policy combines the two most sustainable options - A and B. It supports major strategic highway
(e.g. the Stafferton Way Link) and public transport interchange improvements, as well as upgrades to a
number of roads and junctions within the town centre.

Table 17

Opportunity Areas

OA1: Broadway Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

13147A – Retail led mixed use scheme

12136B – Office led mixed use scheme

343C – Residential led mixed use scheme

Comment: A retail led mixed use scheme would deliver an active and distinctive area, appropriate to its
location between the station and the current retail core. It would increase employment opportunities and
provide a step change in the retail offer, helping the town centre create a more sustainable long term economy.
Similarly, an office led mixed use scheme would provide a mix of uses and would help produce a step change
in employment opportunities. However under an office led scheme, this key area of the town centre would
be less vibrant (especially outside office hours) and this would not maximise its position between the station
and current retail core.

Likewise, although a residential led mixed use scheme would result in an active area, this would be less
vibrant than a retail scheme and would result in a missed opportunity for the local economy to benefit from
the potential of this opportunity area.

Policy: A retail led mixed use scheme (i.e. Option A) is the most sustainable option. The policy reflects this
analysis by supporting a comprehensive retail-led scheme, also including employment, residential and leisure
provision. It also resists proposals for the piecemeal redevelopment of the Opportunity Area, as this would
prejudice the future delivery of a retail-led mixed use scheme.

During the examination process, changes were made to the preferred policy option, to clarify how car parking
would be replaced and insert a requirement for developments to not increase flood risk and use sustainable
drainage systems to reduce surface flood risk where possible. These changes slightly increased the
sustainability score of the chosen policy approach over the medium and long term.

Table 18

OA2: West Street Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

15148A – Employment led mixed use development

453B – Retail led mixed use development

253C – Residential led mixed use development
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OA2: West Street Opportunity Area

Comment:

An employment led mixed use development would increase employment opportunities and, through its setting
next to Kidwells Park, could attract knowledge based occupiers who are looking for high quality
accommodation. This would provide a major boost to the town centre economy.

As highlighted under the MTC8 appraisal, a retail led development in this opportunity area in the north would
cause the town centre to be more fragmented and the retail core to be more isolated from the other town
centre uses. A retail scheme here is also likely to have limited attraction for retailers.

A residential led scheme would not provide the best primary use for the area, as the site could be better used
to benefit the town centre economy. However, residential uses would provide a beneficial secondary use
that would produce a vibrant and active area in use throughout the day and evening, helping to improve
safety and social cohesion.

Policy: Although Option A is the most sustainable single option, the policy combines Options A and C to
promote an office and residential-led mixed use scheme. This is in line with the analysis of this appraisal –
recognising residential as a beneficial secondary use for the area. A mixed use scheme combining major
office and residential elements is also appropriate in this location, given that the areas either side of Kidwells
Park Drive can be delivered independently.

During the examination process, changes were made to the preferred policy option, to clarify various policy
wording, increase references to the impact on heritage assets, be more specific with regard to community
buildings to be retained, and insert a requirement for developments to not increase flood risk and use
sustainable drainage systems to reduce surface flood risk where possible. These changes slightly increased
the sustainability score of the chosen policy approach over the medium and long term.

Table 19

OA3: York Road Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

13138A – Employment led mixed use development

243B – Retail led mixed use development

-143C – Residential led mixed use development

Comment: An employment led development would help to increase employment opportunities in the area
and would allow York Stream to be opened up for informal leisure opportunities, as well as providing associated
open space. The waterside location would have a good chance of attracting high quality occupiers. A retail
led development would be less appropriate, as although it is close to public transport links it is more isolated
than other opportunity areas – potentially leading to less interest from occupiers, and therefore less active
streets and more retail voids.

A residential led scheme would benefit this more isolated part of the town centre, although as a primary use
this would be a missed opportunity for the local economy.

Policy: Themost sustainable option is Option A and the policy combines this with residential-led redevelopment
(Option C). As with West Street Opportunity Area, this combination recognises the suitability of residential
uses in these areas but seeks to maximise the economic opportunities that the key town centre sites offer.
The Opportunity Area has two distinct sites north and south of York Road and this aids the potential for
redevelopment for two primary uses. Consequently, the policy enables an employment focus to the north
of York Road and a residential and community focus to the south of York Road.
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During the examination process, changes were made to the preferred policy option, to clarify policy wording
and insert requirements for developments to conserve or enhance biodiversity and address flooding issues.
These changes slightly increased the sustainability score of the chosen policy approach over all timescales.

Table 20

OA4: Railway Station Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

12120A – Office led development with transport interchange

440B – Residential led development with transport interchange

440C – Hotel led development with transport interchange

Comment: An office led development with a transport interchange would provide a step change in the
employment offer of the town centre, and through high quality office space, would be able to attract quality
knowledge based occupiers to locate there. This is enhanced by the public transport connectivity of this
location. Office uses are also less susceptible to the noise and disturbance caused by the transport
interchange. A residential development would be less suitable, as this would not provide as vibrant or active
an area and would be a missed opportunity for the economy compared to office uses. Residential uses
would also be more incompatible with the noise and disturbance of the transport interchange.

A hotel led scheme would benefit the tourist economy, though this is unlikely to be as economically sustainable
in the long term as an employment led development. Along with residential, a hotel development next to the
transport interchange would need to mitigate the effects of noise and disturbance. All options are likely to
have a negligible impact on sustainability in the short term.

Policy: The policy supports an office-led mixed use development in line with Option A - the most sustainable
option. This maximises the economic potential of the Opportunity Area, given the proximity to public transport
and the arrival of Crossrail.

During the examination process, a change was made to the preferred policy option, to insert a requirement
for developments to not increase flood risk and use sustainable drainage systems to reduce surface flood
risk where possible. These changes slightly increased the sustainability score of the chosen policy approach
over the medium and long term.

Table 21

OA5: High Street East / York Stream Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

18151A – Employment led
mixed use development

771B – Retail led mixed use
development

571C – Residential led mixed
use development

Comment: An employment led development would help to increase employment opportunities in the area
and, like with OA3, would allow York Stream to be opened up for informal leisure opportunities, as well as
providing associated open space. The waterside location would also have a good chance of attracting high
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OA5: High Street East / York Stream Opportunity Area

quality occupiers. A retail led scheme is likely to have limited attraction to retailers leading to less active
streets and the risk of crime and anti-social behaviour issues. Retail would therefore not maximise the use
of this area. In a similar vein to an employment scheme, a residential led development would allow York
Stream to be opened up for leisure opportunities, thus enhancing biodiversity and green space. However,
using this site primarily for residential uses would do little to enhance the long term economy of the town
centre. The most sustainable option is therefore for an employment led scheme. However, residential would
make a good supporting use – providing footfall and activity throughout the day, rather than just during office
hours.

Policy: The policy reflects the above analysis by supporting a residential and office led mixed use development
i.e. a combination of Options A and C. This ensures that the Opportunity Area is maximised in terms of
economic potential, as well as regenerated to take advantage of its waterside location through appropriate
leisure opportunities that can be supported through a residential population.

During the examination process, changes were made to the preferred policy option, to insert requirements
for developments to enhance biodiversity and address flooding issues. These changes slightly increased
the sustainability score of the chosen policy approach over all timescales.

Table 22

OA6: Stafferton Way Opportunity Area

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

12121Option A – Employment led development

441Option B – Residential led development

221Option C – Retail led development

111Option D – Multi Storey Car Park

Comment: Similar to the railway station, an employment led development at Stafferton Way would provide
a step change in the employment offer of the town centre and, through high quality office space, would be
able to attract quality knowledge based occupiers to locate there. This is enhanced by the proximity of the
area to the public transport interchange. Office uses are also less susceptible to the noise and disturbance
caused by being located close to the railway. A residential led scheme would not maximise the economic
potential of this location and the proximity to the railway and transport interchange would cause noise and
disturbance issues to residents.

A retail led development is not likely to attract sufficient occupiers, due to its location on the edge of the town
centre. This would also run the risk of detracting and undermining the central retail core. Although a
multi-storey car park (Option D) would potentially encourage more cars into the town centre, thereby adding
to air and noise pollution and carbon emissions, there is still a need to provide adequate parking if shoppers
and employers are to be attracted. However, locating this provision close to the transport interchange can
help to minimise this impact by encouraging people to combine car use with public transport wherever
possible.

Policy: Themost sustainable option is an employment led development (Option A). The chosen policy reflects
this analysis and combines this option with a multi-storey car park (Option D), due to a need to provide
adequate parking provision in order for Maidenhead to compete effectively with other centres.
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During the examination process, changes were made to the preferred policy option, to clarify policy wording,
increase the amount of office floorspace in the Opportunity Area and insert requirements for developments
to enhance biodiversity and address flooding issues. These changes slightly increased the sustainability
score of the chosen policy approach over all timescales.

Table 23

Delivery and Implementation

IMP1: Compulsory Purchase Powers

No assessment has been made for this policy, as it is very difficult to predict the likely intervention that will
be required by the council in terms of use of their compulsory purchase powers. The aim of this policy is to
enable development where the market is unable to deliver it alone and so effectively it will be used to facilitate
bringing forward all other policies. It therefore can be considered to fulfil all options and therefore score
positively in every sustainability objective.

IMP2: Infrastructure

Long-termMedium-termShort-termOption

20107The preferred approach is to ensure development provides
and/or contributes to the cost of delivering infrastructure,
services and facilities made necessary for the rejuvenation
of the town centre.

Comment: The policy scores well against the sustainability objectives, especially over the long term. This
will enable improvements to public services made necessary through an increased population in the town
centre, along with enhanced connectivity through road, public transport, cycle and pedestrian improvements.
This will enable the town to grow and attract further employment and retail occupiers, and residents over
time.

Policy: The policy reflects the option above by ensuring that all new development within the AAP boundary
is required to contribute towards the delivery of key on-site and area-wide infrastructure improvements. In
terms of planning obligation negotiations, the policy places priority on improvements to the road network.

Table 24

4.9 The majority of the chosen policies discussed above have been found to be the most sustainable of the
options put forward. Where this is not the case, reasons have been set out in the relevant tables for why these
are the chosen policy. Where possible, and through an iterative process, the potential impact of these options
has been mitigated by combining them with other relevant options. Where changes were made to the chosen
policy approach during the examination these have either had a neutral or a positive impact on sustainability
scoring.

Policy Comparison

4.10 As well as assessing individual policies, the sustainability impact of all the policies together needs to
be considered. This has been achieved by considering the potential conflicts between the chosen policies.
The results of this comparison are set out in the table below. Cells highlighted in red indicate a potential conflict,
and these are discussed below together with how these can be minimised or negated.

4.11 Please note that the Preferred Options version of the AAP contained an extra policy. Preferred Options
Policy MTC2 "Public Realm" was deleted prior to the Submission Version of the plan, and all other policies
renumbered accordingly. The following analysis provides a comparison between the original policy numbers
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so as to be transparent about the SA process and aid comparison with previous versions of the SA. To map
the number of an MTC policy referred to above onto the following table, add one to its number i.e. Policy MTC9
"Markets and Events" in the final plan is shown as MTC10 in the following table and analysis.

Public Realm (MTC2) and Markets & Events (MTC10)

4.12 There is a potential conflict between the use of public space for markets and maintaining a quality public
realm. This conflict can be managed through regular maintenance and by encouraging quality markets that
will have less impact on their surroundings in terms of waste and noise.

Greening the Town Centre (MTC3) and York Road Opportunity Area (OA3)

4.13 The chosen policy for York Road Opportunity Area would mean the loss of existing green space (i.e.
bowling club). This conflicts with the chosen policy for greening the town centre. This can be mitigated by
ensuring alternative green space is provided across the town centre to a better quality than currently exists.

Retail (MTC8) and Markets & Events (MTC10)

4.14 Markets and events can be complementary to retailing by driving footfall and activity in a mutually
beneficial way. If a poor quality market is put in place, however, then this can detract from the shopping
experience and therefore conflict with producing a better retail offer. In addition there must be sufficient space
for the market to operate whilst still allowing the free flow of pedestrians around the shops. Careful consideration
is therefore needed in the positioning of the market and how this is likely to interact with neighbouring retail
uses.
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Food and Drink (MTC9) and Housing (MTC13)

4.15 There is a potential conflict between the location of food and drink establishments and nearby housing
through noise and disturbance caused during the evenings and into the night. This can be minimised and
mitigated by careful planning – ensuring appropriate positioning of these two uses in relation to each other.

Markets & Events (MTC10) and Connections (MTC15)

4.16 In a similar vein to the conflict between Markets & Events and Retail, markets and events can drive
footfall and activity in the town centre. However, this can have an impact on the connectivity of the town centre
in terms of bulk of pedestrian and road traffic during market and event times. The positioning of market and
event space will need to take account of this, and provision made in the transport infrastructure.

Potential Transport Infrastructure Projects (MTC16) with Retail (MTC8), Markets & Events (MTC10), Offices
(MTC11) and Housing (MTC13)

4.17 Additional retail provision, markets, events and the development of offices and housing in the town
centre will generate extra activity around the town centre, and journeys to/from the town centre by road and
public transport. Transport Infrastructure Projects must therefore seek to go beyond merely mitigating this
likely extra traffic if real relative improvements are to be made to the current situation.

Potential Transport Infrastructure Projects (MTC16) and York Road Opportunity Area (OA3)

4.18 This area has poor connections and road infrastructure making access to the site difficult. Although
pedestrian linkages and access can be improved by careful development across the site there is still a potential
conflict between the aim of reducing congestion within the town centre and introducing a high density of uses
within a site with poor access. This should be carefully considered when masterplanning this site.

Broadway Opportunity Area (OA1) and Stafferton Way Opportunity Area (OA6)

4.19 The chosen policies for these opportunity areas contain potentially competing uses (e.g. employment
uses), and are likely to be brought forward in similar time frames. This therefore needs to be managed in order
to ensure that this competition does not undermine the rejuvenation of any of the areas, and consequently of
the town centre as a whole.

West Street Opportunity Area (OA2) and York Road Opportunity Area (OA3)

4.20 As above, the chosen policies for these opportunity areas contain potentially competing uses (e.g. office
use), and are likely to be brought forward in similar time frames. This therefore needs to be managed in order
to ensure that this competition does not undermine the rejuvenation of any of the areas, and consequently of
the town centre as a whole.

York Road Opportunity Area (OA3), Railway Station Opportunity Area (OA4) and High Street East / York Stream
Opportunity Area (OA5)

4.21 Again, the chosen policies for these three opportunity areas contain potentially competing uses (e.g.
office use), and are likely to be brought forward in similar time frames. This therefore needs to be managed in
order to ensure that this competition does not undermine the rejuvenation of any of the areas, and consequently
of the town centre as a whole.

Summary of Effects

4.22 The above analysis has assessed the sustainability of each option and chosen policy within the AAP.
For every policy, the positive effects outweigh the negative impacts when assessed across the whole range of
sustainability objectives. In some cases the policies have no significant impact on the sustainability objectives,
however in others, the effects are considered to be significant.

4.23 The significant positive effects as identified through the appraisal are:

Economic Growth and Revival – Enhanced levels of retail provision, visitors and employment are likely
to boost the economy of the town centre
Environment – Greater levels of greenery, public space and landscape provision, and the revitalisation
of the existing waterways, should aid biodiversity and improve the overall environment of the town centre
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Community and Leisure – Greater restaurants, cafés, leisure and community provision are likely to aid
the vitality of the town centre and its use by visitors and local residents
Crime – Increasing the number and mix of residents across the town centre could contribute to a safer
environment through increased activity and natural surveillance
Accessibility – Enhanced pedestrian, cycle and public transport facilities should reduce congestion and
car dependence, encourage visitors, workers and businesses to the town, and improve air quality in the
town centre.

4.24 The significant negative effects as identified through the appraisal are:

Flooding – The number of buildings in the town centre at risk of flooding may increase
Air Quality – Air Quality within the town centre and on its roads may get worse from an increase in traffic
and the number of cars using the town centre area
Greenhouse Gases – Greenhouse gas emissions may increase as a result of greater traffic and journeys
to the town centre
Car Parking – The greater level of car journeys to the town centre are likely to lead to a need for increased
car parking provision.

4.25 The negative effects of air quality, greenhouse gases and car parking are likely to be cumulative, partially
caused through a number of developments and issues identified above e.g. greater residential units, increased
number of employees and businesses in the town centre, increased traffic flows, and the number of car parking
spaces provided. Consequently, and as discussed below, a number of different mitigation measures are likely
to contribute to the minimising of these effects.

Mitigation Measures

4.26 Where the SA has identified potential shortcomings of policies, appropriate mitigation measures need
to be considered to prevent, reduce or offset the significant adverse effects identified. Also, measures aimed
at enhancing positive effects need to be encouraged.

4.27 Wherever possible, mitigation measures and ways to enhance beneficial effects have been incorporated
into the AAP policies themselves as part of an iterative process and by combining individual options outlined
under each theme and opportunity area. Policies where options have been combined include: Greening;
Waterways; Quality Design; Markets and Events; Offices; Housing; Community, Culture & Leisure; Accessibility;
Transport Infrastructure; West Street Opportunity Area; York Road Opportunity Area; High Street East / York
Stream Opportunity Area; and Stafferton Way Opportunity Area.

4.28 Section 4 also sets out the potential conflicts between policies, along with a number of mitigation
measures to ensure these are prevented or minimised. In addition to this, there are a number of appropriate
mitigation measures that are likely to be needed to reduce the specific significant negative effects outlined
above. These are:

Flooding – This has been taken into account through the proposed levels of development in each opportunity
area. Assessments (via an addendum to the Level 1 SFRA) have also been undertaken and the AAP is
in line with these. As development plans are progressed for each site, ongoing consideration will need
to be given to minimising flood risk. This should include maximising opportunities for Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SUDS) by maximising public and green space, and ensuring buildings are designed to high
green standards to reduce pressure on existing drainage systems.

Air Quality – In maximising air quality, appropriate measures are; to encourage ventilation systems to be
incorporated into new developments to benefit internal air quality, to maximise the greening of the town
centre to enhance its micro climate, and to ensure the road layout does not encourage unnecessary traffic
to enter the town centre area.

Greenhouse gases – Ensuring public transport, pedestrian and cycling provision is prioritised in the town
centre and enhancement measures implemented as soon as feasible will help to minimise greenhouse
gas emissions. This will also help minimise the need to access the town centre by car. Also, encouraging
buildings to be built to high green standards will reduce their impact on the environment.

Car Parking – Future car parking should be planned and positioned strategically close to the town centre
in locations that maximise accessibility but minimise the need for cross town centre car travel. This will
help reduce pollution levels and minimise traffic within the town centre itself.
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4.29 Some of these effects will be mitigated through other policies in the adopted Local Plan or through other
parts of the Local Development Framework, including supplementary policies such as those relating to sustainable
design and construction and flood risk.

Conclusion

4.30 Overall, the AAP policies represent the most sustainable way forward. By incorporating various different
options into policies and ensuring mitigation measures are also included, the policies provide the best balance
between the need to rejuvenate and economically re-invigorate the town centre while also enhancing its
sustainability.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Next Steps

5.1 The draft SA was published alongside the AAP for consultation. Representations made on the AAP and
SA were carefully considered, and the council submitted the plan and supporting information to the government
for independent examination. Small amendments were made to the AAP and these were appraised, with the
results shown in Appendix B. None of the changes caused any significant effects on the sustainability appraisal
of the plan, and the final SA has now been published.

Monitoring

5.2 The AAP will shape development within Maidenhead town centre up to 2026. The AAP sets out what
development or change can be expected in different parts of the town centre and what different forms of
development should deliver.

5.3 It is important that the AAP is monitored to keep track of whether it is working in the way it should, ensure
against unforeseen adverse effects and to identify remedial action. The most appropriate way to monitor the
AAP is through the Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) which monitors the results of all planning policies and their
effect on sustainability.

5.4 In line with guidance, monitoring should be focused on significant environmental effects. Issues that are
likely to be significantly affected by the AAP and will therefore require close monitoring are:

Number of buildings in the town centre at risk of flooding
Air quality within the town centre
Water quality of York Stream
Public transport use to/from the town centre
Pedestrian and cycle use to/from and within the town centre
Car parking spaces in easy reach of the town centre

5.5 Indicators which enable a causal link between the AAP and the likely significant effect being monitored
have been proposed in the Scoping Report and within the AAP.
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APPENDIX A SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES

Social and Cultural

1. Ensure that everyone has the opportunity to live in a decent, sustainably constructed and affordable home

Will the policy help to:

Increase net housing completions?
Increase affordable housing completions?
Diversify the type and size of dwellings built?
Ensure appropriate housing density?
Decrease the number of households on the housing register?
Reduce the number of unfit homes?
Increase the percentage of new build and retrofit homes meeting EcoHomes Very Good standard (or
equivalent Code for Sustainable Homes)?

2. Improve the health and well-being of the population and reduce inequalities in health

Will the policy help to:

Reduce death rates from circulatory disease, cancer, accidents and suicides?
Improve average life expectancy?
Increase the proportion of residents in town centre with easy access to health facilities?

3. Reduce poverty and social exclusion, and close the gap between the most deprived areas and the rest

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the percentage of population of working age claiming key benefits?
Reduce the levels of multiple deprivation?

4. Raise educational achievement levels and develop the opportunities for everyone to acquire the skills
needed to find and remain in work

Will the policy help to:

Increase the proportion of 19 year olds with Level 2 qualifications (5 GCSEs A*- C or NVQ equivalent)?
Reduce the proportion of adults with poor literacy and numeracy skills?
Increase the amount of training offered through local jobs?

5. Reduce crime and the fear of crime

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the rate of domestic burglaries, violent offences in a public place and vehicle crimes?
Reduce fear of crime?

6. Create and sustain vibrant and distinctive communities which recognise the need and contributions of all
individuals

Will the policy help to:

Increase the percentage of people who agree that their local area is a place where people from different
backgrounds can get on well together?
Improve the percentage of people satisfied with their local areas as a place to live?
Increase the percentage of residents who agree that they can influence decisions affecting their local
area?

7. Improve accessibility to all services and facilities including the countryside and the historic environment

Will the policy help to:
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Increase the percentage of new residential development within 30 minutes public transport time of key
services?
Secure additional open space?
Increase the percentage of residents satisfied with the borough's parks and open spaces?
Increase the amount of multi-functional green space within the town centre?

8. Encourage increased engagement in cultural and sporting activity across all sections of the community

Will the policy help to:

Increase the percentage of public rights of way that are easy to use by members of the public?
Improve the percentage of residents satisfied with sports and leisure facilities?

Economic

9. Ensure high and stable levels of employment for everyone's benefit

Will the policy help to:

Increase the proportion of people of working age in employment?
Improve the ratio of total jobs to working-age population?

10. Sustain economic growth and competitiveness and a buoyant, sustainable tourism sector by focusing on
the principles of smart growth

Will the policy help to:

Increase Gross Value Added (GVA) per head?
Improve Shopping Patterns (compared to the Retail Capacity Update 2009)?

11. Stimulate economic revival

Will the policy help to:

Increase employment floorspace in the town centre?
Increase retail floorspace in the town centre?

12. Develop a dynamic, diverse and knowledge-based economy that excels in innovation with higher value,
lower impact activities

Will the policy help to:

Improve the percentage of total business turnover attributable to new (new to market) and significantly
improved products?
Increase expenditure on R&D as the proportion of GVA?

Environmental and Resource Use

13. Re-use previously developed land and existing materials from buildings, and ensure that there is a high
quality townscape

Will the policy help to:

Increase the percentage of new and converted dwellings on previously developed land?
Increase the percentage of land developed for employment which is on previously developed land?
Increase the number of contaminated sites remediated and brought back into use?

14. Reduce the risk of flooding and the resulting detriment to public well-being, the economy and the
environment

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the number of properties at risk from fluvial, surface water or ground water flooding?
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Reduce the number of planning applications approved against Environment Agency advice on grounds
of flood defence?
Increase new development with strategic sustainable urban drainage (SUDS) installed?
Increase the number of new properties in flood risk zone 1, compared to higher risk areas?
Reduce the number of reported instances of fluvial, surface water and ground water flooding?

15. Reduce air pollution and the proportion of the population subject to noise pollution

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the concentration of NO² in the AQMA?
Increase the number of residential premises in Windsor and Maidenhead Air Quality Management Areas?
Reduce the number of noise complaints?

16. Address the causes of climate change through reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and ensure that
the borough is prepared for its impacts

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the amount of domestic carbon emissions per dwelling (kg CO² / dwelling)
Reduce the Ecological Footprint?
Increase the capacity during 'critical periods' to supply water without the need for restrictions?

17. Conserve and enhance the town centre's biodiversity

Will the policy help to:

Improve the environmental condition of waterways (namely York Stream)?
Increase the percentage of SSSIs in a favourable condition?
Expand the amount of green roof space / green infrastructure in new developments?
Increase the number of street trees in the town centre?
Improve the number of connections and networks of green spaces and waterways?

18. Protect and enhance the borough's countryside, natural and historic environment

Will the policy help to:

Respect the extent of nature conservation designations
Protect listed buildings on the national ‘Buildings at Risk’ Register?
Increase the total area of landscaped or public open space within the town centre?

19. Improve the efficiency of transport networks by enhancing the proportion of travel by sustainable modes
and promoting policies which reduce the need to travel

Will the policy help to:

Ease Congestion - average journey time per mile during the morning peak?
Diversify the mode of travel to the town centre?
Improve the quantity and connectivity of public transport services to the town centre?

20. Reduce the global social and environmental impact of consumption of resources by using sustainably
and ethically produced, local or low impact products

Will the policy help to:

Reduce the ecological footprint?
Improve the percentage of commercial buildings meeting BREEAM Very Good Standard and above or
equivalent, and the percentage of residential buildings meeting Eco Homes standards?
Increase the quantity of construction materials sourced from environmentally managed and renewable
sources?

21. Reduce waste generation and disposal, and achieve the sustainable management of waste
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Will the policy help to:

Reduce the amount of kg per head household waste collected?
Increase the percentage of the total tonnage of all types of household waste that has been recycled, used
to recover heat, power and other energy sources, and landfill?
Reduce the generation of Construction and Demolition Waste?
Improve the existing recycling rate for Construction and Demolition Waste (Berkshire)?

22. Maintain and improve the water quality of the borough's rivers and ground waters, and to achieve
sustainable water resources management

Will the policy help to:

Increase the proportion of rivers of good or fair chemical and biological quality?
Reduce the number of planning permissions granted contrary to the advice of the Environment Agency
on water quality grounds?
Reduce the per capita consumption of water?

23. Increase energy efficiency, and the proportion of energy generated from renewable sources in the borough

Will the policy help to:

Reduce energy consumption per capita / household?
Increase the renewable energy capacity installed as part of new developments?
Reduce energy demand from new developments?
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